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Abstract
( in analogy wit)) the LiouvilJe case we study the sls Toda theory on the lattice and define
Ofe relevant quadratic algebra and out of it we recover the discrete IV3 algebra. We defino, an
integrable system with respect to the latter and establish the relation with the Toda lattice
hierarchy. We compute the the relevant continuum limits. Finally we (it«l the quantum
version of the t|uadr;itic algebra.""!

1

Introduction

It is weH-frnown that one can define and quantize l)if Vmuvittp field tljfwy OJJ a lattice,
[1],[2],[3],['1]. Following the last two references, it was show» in [5] thai th"1 same can.be
«lone with more general Toda field theories. Basically one exploits both the inlegrahility
properties of such theories, which carry over to the lattice in a straightforward way. atuf the
conformai structure which reappears on the lattice in a discrete but recognizable wny (see
[&]). As for the quantum theory, one heavily relies on tin- quantum group represent M ion
theory.
In this paper we concentrate mostly on the discrete algebras that underlie the Toda
lattice theories and on the relation with inlegrabfe hierarchies and matrix models. It is true
that one can find analogous algebras and relations in a continuous parallel treatment of
these models, but it is striking lo Cmd a kind of universality in a lattice approach (s«'e for
example the coincidence of our algebra (3.5) with that of [7]).
Tlie paper is organized as follows. In section 2, of pedagogical character, wo collect mostly
well-known statements and results about the discrete Liuuvith model nti'l ii« contortion
with the KdV hierarchy and the 1—matrix model. In section 3, starting from tlio SL(!I)
Toda field theory on the lattice, we compute the discrete ll'j algebra ami loiistruH mi •
associated integrable model; the latter turns out to lie a sort of linearization of lhe Toda
lattice hierarchy. In section •! we present the quadratic discrete quantum U';i algebra. Section
5 is devoted to a discussion: n-n explain in particular in u-hal swisc tíw proMeuis sUulioil
here may be connrrtoil lo 21) gravity and string theory.

2 Liouville theory on the lattice and the KdV
case.
ID this section we essentially collect known results concerning the Liouville theory 011 the
lattice and one-matrix model from rcfs.[3] and [9], respectively. In [3] it was shown thai, lo
each chiral half of a Liouville field theory we can associate a lattice field theory, which (in
analogy with the continuum case, (8)) is characterized by a (canonical) >|uadralic algebra
with generators II',',1', i = 1,2 and 11 is the latlire variable (discretized space). Tlio generators
are constructed according to

11'í» =

C2.1)

where o'n are the discrete analogs of the two distinct solutions of I ho ser.oiid order (inferential
equation (d7 + u)rr = 0, which underlies the Liouville theory - 1/ is I he rhirnl energy
momentum tensor. Then, the quadratic algo/ira is

-«

-1-« -1)

+ 4irJi1>ii'«ya«, .,

(2.2)

But if we introduce the quantity

These are the two homogeneous components of the algebra (2.4). More precisely we have
(2.3)
One may wonder whether it is possible to define an infinite set of conserved quantities
and integrable flow equations in correspondence with the algebra of the Sn's or ltn's, which
we formally identify in the following. The answer is easily provided by the matrix model.
The hamiltonians are defined as / / « = trQ2k, so tiial

the algebra (2.2) shows two simple factors: the suhalgebra spanned by H,, and
{S n ,S,,,}

= SnSm[(4

— 5 n - Sm)(5n<m+i — <5.i,m-i)
(2.4)

while
and the flows are given by

í>> , 5 m } = 0
(2.5)
II,, ' carries antichiral degrees of freedom, winch decouple from the theory in the continuum
limit and are an artifact of the lattice rcgularizatiou. Therefore the significant algebra is

(2A).
The continuum limit is obtained with the following substitutions

°Q _ ,nk

n]

(2.11)

where the - subscript means that we are considering only the strictly lower triangular par I
of the semiinfínitc matrix, while + denotes the upper triangular part (including tho main
diagonal). In particular

j - > t/,

5i+n

5.--M

(2.6)

^

l=o

= nnR,,+

ci(x,
In the continuum limit we find
We find

Ym—RHS = \xi(x),u(y))2

7

(2.7)
r2

/

ãi;

an,, , IOR,,\I

,„,,. ,

a»

W//5 means the right hand side of (2.4) after the substitution, and

{«(i), u{y)h = [2u(x)dz + u'fi) + i^)i(r, y)

(2.8)

is the well-known second KdV Poisson structure.
It is remarkable that the algebra (2.4) is met in one-matrix models with even potential,
[9]. In this case the seiniiiifinite matrix Q, which represents the multiplication by the
eigenvalue in the orthogonal polynomial approach, takes tlie following form:
Q =

and so on. The RHS's define the renormalized couplings /"|, l3,....
Therefore v/e cai: call eqs.(2.l2) discrete KdV flows.

3

Discrete W3 and discrete Boussinesq

I» rcf.Jò] it '.V2.S shown that discrctizing the SL(3) Toda theory on the lattice produces
(canonically) a quadratic algebra with generators II,, , : = 1,2,3, defined as follows
U . M = 0,1,2,3

One finds two compatible Poisson structures:
(2.9)
(2.10)

(3.1)

where £''*' is the standard constant completely antisymmetric tensor; it follows, in particular, that H'A = H'n+'j. The a'jt are the discrete analogs of the three distinct solutions of
the equation

ud+ w)o ~ 0

(3.2)

where IÍ, HI are constructed out of lhe Toda fields. The quadratic algebra is

{"',!". "1"} = -iwrUvWit^-a

-*„,„,_, +sn,m+, -sn,m+3)

(3.3)

The other brackets are either obtained in an obvious way from tliesn or else vanish.
Motivated by what follows wo call this the discrete M3 algebra. It is striking thai this
algebra was found some time ago by A.A.Belov and K.D.CIialtiki.-1/i [7J. with a different
approach based on Fcigiu's construction of lattice screening charges. It is common wisdom
that there may by many ways to discrctize a continuous system. This example semns In
imply however that we can find universal structures also in lattice theories. This is due lo
the fact that conformai and W structures persist in a discrete form in lattice theories.

3.1
n.m- 2 -í,..m-1 " <Sn.m+2)

{nfi.ir,!,;"} = -iirf>u',(?>(ó

- 3 + í,,,,,-á,,.m+1 - < W 2 )

{»'í". "'.I31} = ""•f'H'JT'i*.

-2 + «-«-I - -V...+. - <Wa)

The continuum limit of the discrete \\~3 algebra is expected to lead lo the well-known classical
continuous U'3 algebra. The technical aspects ofsuch limit do not seem lo have been carefully
carried out up lo now and arc not as straightforvtnrd as in the previous section. Therefore
we spend a few words on them.
I
We start, from the expansions
Í

They are expected to lead to the following classical U3 algebra

As in the previous section this algebra contains two irreducible factors. One is lhe
subalgebra generated by II',,' , the other is generated by .Ç,, anil II',,, which are defined as
follows:
,vm
_

c
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The continuum limit

{«(x), «(!/}} = (2U{T)0T + ii'(x) + 20l)6(x,y)

= (2w'(r)0r+ w"(r) - ^(
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It is lengthy but straightforward to prove that "
{U',< 3 ) ..S m )=0,

(:{.7i.)
(.1.71.)

{H',< 3 >,ir m }=0

Then we write the algebra (3.5) in terms of Kronecker S symbols (like in (2.-I)) and replace
the RHS's with the relative continuous expressions. U'e denote by C'L(X,Y) the lill.S of
(-V,,, Vm) .ifter this substitution, where A',, and )'„ stand for either .S",, or II'.,. We expect
to retrieve the continuous algebra by finding suitable combinations of the f-7.(.Y. V) so lluil
when { -+ 0 one gets one of the commutators (3.7a-3.7c).
In fact we find

and
{5,,, £„+,} = (5 n .9, 1+I - H'n) (I - 5,, - 5,,+,)
{Sn, Sn+2)

= —SnSn+iSn+

Jim ^(CL{\\'.S)

{ir n , s n _,} = -ii'nS,,-, (i - 5» - 5,,_,) - ii' n ir n _,
{»•„, s,,-2) = n ; ^ , . , . ^ ^ - ir n »r n _ 2
{M',,, s n } = - { i r n , s,1+,} = i v n s n s n + , - ir*
{U',,, 5,l+2} = U' n 5 n + 2 (I - S n+1 {"',., sn+3] = -n' n s I 1 + 2 5, 1 +
{»'n, »••„+,} = n-,,ir, l + I (i - 5 n - .ç, l+2 )

{ir,., ii'n+i} = n ' n n w 2 ( i - 5 f l + ,
{ i r n , i r n + 3 } = -»n"'n+35i.+2
"This verification lias Ijccn first done by V.Bonscrvizi.

-sn+2)

- :\CI,(\V, II')) = {u(r). «•(;/))
. II')) = {ir(

!'JJo ^ ( ~
(3.5)

It is evident that one can get the same result directly from (.'(..'().

3.2

An integrable system

As in the previous section we may wonder whether we can associate an iulegrahlo sysleiu
to the Poisson structures (3.5). We use the plural because., in fact, (.'!..r>) contains four
homogeneous algebras: if we assign to 5,, anil It",, degree 2 and 3, respectively, we see thai
the right liand sides of (3.5) contains terms of degree "i,-l,5,i». Accordingly we luivc four
Poisson brackets, which we explicitly write down for convenience
{.S».S,1+,}o = -"*..
(i

(3.S)

{ir,,, o',,-,}, = -U'nS,,-,.
{ir,,, ir I 1 + l }, = \v,,\vn+l,

{U-,,,S, 1+2 }, = \V,,S,,V2
{\yn, ir, 1+2 )i = n' n ir, 1+2

(3.9)

to* {>%-<%;)

and so on. The rightmost derivatives define the continuous flow parameters.
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Connection with the Toda lattice hierarchy

In this subsection we intend to study the relationship between the truncated HC model and
the Toda lattice hierarchy. We shall see that the BC model can be reconstructed from the
Toda lattice hierarchy provided we consider a suitable linearization of the taller. This will
automatically establish a relation with two-matrix models, see [10].
The connection between Toda lattice hierarchy and differential N-KdV hierarchies was
studied in [10]. By Toda lattice hierarchy we simply mean here the integrable flows

II'CC
— •' n-Jii-J-i+l

{»!'„, " n + i ! : i = -II'..I

{"'„, ir.,+2J.-i = -ir,,»',.

r~- = lQi,Q]

All the other brackets can either be obtained from the above in an obvious way or else
vanish.
One can define new (inhomogeneous) Poisson structures as follows
{•,•}'"= {•,-}o+{-,•}.,

{•,-} ( 2 ) ={-,-h+{•,-}:,

(•'I.IIJ

where Q is a semi-infinite matrix.
In particular, as far as the 3-KdV or Uoussiiiesq hierarchy is concerned, it has been
shown that the relevant Q matrix has the form
(XI5)

With respect to the new Poisson brackets it is possible to define a bi-hamillonian system
[7]. The first three hamiltonians were introduced in [7]:
Iror later convenience we represent the matrix Q by the following operator

u

+ S n + I + 5 n+2 ) - !»'B(Sn_, + Sn + S B+ ,

We. will shortly see how to generalize these first few cases with a very simple construction.
The two Po'isson brackets defined above aro compatible with respect to these hamiltonians
provided we disregard all the third power terms in \\'n. Then, the flows are defined by
•"'

=

jy n i 7f;}(a) = {fu t 7£ i + |} ( 1 '

,, ,

Ou
ou

d\V

II* = Tr(0fc) =

(3.13)

where /,, is either )!'„ or Sn. They will contain terms at most quadratic in !!'„ due to the
above (essential) truncation. We call the model characterized by these truncated flows the
BC model, [7]. From these discrete flows one can extract the continuous Boussinesq flows
with the procedure of the previous subsection.
3
3
6 3S
ubn

where r°° is the finite shift operator defined by {r''af)J = / J + i , for any discrete function / , .
The contact between (3.1G) and (3.15) is made by acting with the former on a discrete
function Ç(j); then QU)Ç(j) ls t n e same as the j - t h component of Q{, wliere Ç is a column
vector with components £(Ü),Ç(1),.... We will generally understand the dcpeiidenri' 011 j in
(3.1G).
If wo now define

dw

where the subscript (pj denotes the coefficient of c~'K'u in Q*(j), and make the identifications
«„ = Sn,

bn s ll',,_,

(3.17)

we find a remarkable recursion relation
{/,.,M«:}0- { / n J U - l h + {/,,.IU_ 2 } 2 -{/ n ,II t _3}3 = 0
which holds for any k, provided we set I It- = 0, A- < I.
S

(IMS)

However the matrix Q cannot be just plugged in eq.(3.M), because this would lead to
inconsistencies. In fact, in related treatments, Eq.(3.15) is only a starting point, but, in order
to get the 3-KdV flows, one has either to go through a process of Immiltonian reduction
or to introduce suitable corrections to (3.15), as in [11]. Since we want to find a relation
between the BC model and the Toda lattice hierarchy, it is reasonable to start from (3.15)
and (3.14), but one expects to have to introduce suitable modification!;.
Let us start from the linearized hamiltonians

where p is the number of contiguous exchanges to pass from lhe ordering jkl In t/ie natural
ordering of the same integers. Then we compute

where

th = Tr«#)
k

where the subscript £ means that in Q we keep only terms which are independent of or
linear in thefieldb. Then, if we find that the BC hamiltonians are reproduced by
fc=l,2,...

A=

I) = q* — 7~3

The exchange relations (•Í.2-I) lead li>

(3.19)

(

||

=

[ |

This formula, with the identification (3.17), provides a generalization of (3.12).
Tlie derivation of the BC. flows is more elaborate. First of all let us introduce the
operators A(j) = ajr~n" and li{j) = b}c~!>". Then we write down the linearized (lows

U

o

i

.
3
'IJ)
)
,\ irl
ll,' H2

A II'' 2 ' II'' 3 '

..-i.n..,-l H
- BIJ',<;»2

-7-i

ll',(

(3.20)

Next we define

+ B U'<3> 11

(3.21)

0rh

i.e. we split the a flows into a Ii-indcpcndnnl and a 6-dependent part. As a consequence of
the above definitions it turns out that the (-dependent part of the aflowsvanish for odd k.
The rightmost correction term in (3.20) affects only the 6 flows.
Finally, after the substitution (3.17), we find that the BC flows can be expressed in terms
of the corrected Toda flows (3.20) as follows
&Sn

dSn

-

U

+ A Ufj,

( 2)

' m ' "'. . q$

Wr can recover the classical limit (3.3) by expanding in // and setting h = \.
We notice that the expressions (-'I.'!) for .?,,,tl', l are ambiguous in the qiianliiin rasp.
One should suitably order llicui. However, no matter how one orders them, II,, qiianluiii
commutes with the;» and therefore presumably ronstitntrs a simple farlor of lhe putiriquantum algebra, as in the classical case.

dlk ~
Oik

4

(3.22)

0r2n

Quantum discrete W algebra

Using the quantum exchange relations of ref.[5j, we compute the quantum version of (3.5).
First, inspired by the definition of quantum determinant in SLq(3), we define the quantum
Hn generators as follows
/ = 0,1,2,3
where the ordering of the a'n is now crucial and

(4.23)

5

Discussion

The results we have obtained above can no duiibl be extended to si,, Toda field I henries: in
the general case we would obtain a quadratic algebra with u generators and w<> would end
up with the n-KdV hierarchy. Let us also recall that wJi.il we have done in this paper can
be done in the continuum. Compared to the continuum treatment the lattice formalism may
look awkward but offers some advantages: it provides an automatically regularized theory,
it allows us to deal with quantum vertex operators (the er,' s) in a very elegant way - in
general the operator content of the quantum theory is better expressed on the lattice - and
it provides a more direct connection with integrable hierarchies and matrix models. In brief
continuum and lattice formalisms are usefully complementary to each other.
Anyhow, both the continuum and the discrete formalism reveal n triangular relation
among Toda field theories, n-KdV hierarchies of differential equations and matrix models.
Now let us also recall that the w-KdV hierarchies underlie the /l,,_i topologicalfieldtheory - in the sense thai, the correlation funrlions of the latter are determined by ll»1 flow
10

equations of the former [12]. In turn these theories are the twisted versions of N=2 supcrsymmetric Landaii-Ginzbiirg models. Therefore we see here a correspondence between Toda
field theories and A'=2 supersymmetric models. Indications of a contiguity between Toda
field theories and N=2 su perron formal models have been found also in [16]. In turn N=2
superconformal field theories brings into the game string vacua. On the other hand topological field theories, such as those mentioned above, can be obtained directly from matrix
models, which seem to be natural carriers of topological degrees of freedom. We are thus
led to a web of relationships. Although rather speculative at this stage, we do not think
they arc an accidental coincidence. We instead believe that there is a deep relation among
the various facets mentioned above. Unfortunately, while each aspect separately has been
considerably studied, a synoptic analysis is still incomplete. For example, it has been shown
in [13],[M], that n-KdV hierarchies describe topological properties of t/ie moduli space of
Hicmann surfaces. This immediately brings to one's mind the role of the Liouville equation
in the uniformization theory of Kiematm surfaces. A comparison between KdV and (he
Liouville theory in this context is actually tried in [15]. But this is the only example, to
our knowledge. The same can be said about the relations among Toda field theories, matrix
models and N=2 superconformal field theories, lint we would not be surprised to eventually
find out that all these subjects are different facets of the .same theory. This line of thinking
was the original motivation of our research.
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